Hello everybody!

Im new to these forums and i want your very help for these bizzare "problem" with some of my ds systems.

Last week i set the time for all my ds systems(ds, dslite, dsi, dsixl, 3ds, 3dsxl). all the same time. Yesterday i found that my dsixl system was one hour off from the other systems. Does anybody think of any reason why is that? Is it something that should concern me?

Thank you for your help in advance.
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You may have accidentally set it for the wrong time. I would correct it and check again in another week or so to see if it sticks.

Thank you for the response!

I should set the time today and check it on a weekly basis.

Has this thing happened for the wii too? I have the same problem, but with a much bigger difference in time...

No problem. Its normal if the time slowly drifts by a bit (for example, a few minutes.) Big differences in time (days or more) might just be the time having been set wrong, or if the battery loses its charge.
problem with the nintendo ds systems...

PITERU 9 posts since Aug 6, 2012 4. Re: problem with the nintendo ds systems clock Aug 6, 2012 8:00 AM
the battery charges only if the wii is playing?

for example does it lose its charge if it is for lets say 2 weeks in standby mode?

MARIO 3,749 posts since Apr 7, 2010 5. Re: problem with the nintendo ds systems clock Aug 6, 2012 8:03 AM
It may eventually lose its charge if the system is left unplugged. I don't think it will as long as the system is plugged in. 😊